
Doing arts and crafts can be fun, exciting, can help you relax as well as

reflect. Enjoy this time on your own or with others in your household. Each

of WomenCentre’s ‘get inspired creative sheet’ includes some tips on what

you can look at and explore. 

You will also have your own ideas – go with them!
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Conceptual art = the idea (= concept) is more important than the finished

piece of art.* Conceptual artwork shares ideas in different ways and

encourages you to think and ‘decide’ what you see and if you like it.

Future hopes ideas
Unique snowflake: Every snowflake is unique, like every person! Cut out

shapes and write your hopes & wishes on your unique snowflake. It can

become part of your festive season decorations.

Card for the future: Postcards can bring a nice message from someone

else. This time, share well wishes with your ‘future self’ for 2021. Make a

postcard out of any paper you have, decorate & write your message. Write a

reminder in a calendar/or set it up in your phone, hide your card and look

at it again in a few months.

Masked message: Face coverings can make it harder to communicate

with others because we can’t see each other’s facial expressions. Share a

positive message with others through your mask – draw or embroider what

you want to say to others.

Future is not rubbish: Some food we eat has colourful packaging. Give

your ‘rubbish’ a second life and create a collage full of colour. Use glue and

scissors to make landscapes, comics, portraits or letters for a message.

*https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/conceptual-art

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/conceptual-art


My personal gallery

Decorate a window or a space/corner in your home with objects,

pictures, plants and other things which represent you and your hopes

for the future. It is a way to decorate your place for the festive time

and the arrival of new year.

To share your gallery with others you can do a ‘curator tour’

1) Your 'exhibition' is full of stories and memories you can share

with others in your household.

2) Take a photo of your gallery, share it with friends & family

who don't live with you and have chat with them over the phone or

video. Invite others to make their own gallery and share this

experience together.

This activity is inspired by ‘My museum window’ project from Leeds

City Galleries: https://museumsandgalleries.leeds.gov.uk/virtual-

visit/museum-window/
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"Tell your struggle with triumphant humour."
Kameelah Janan Rasheed (woman artist)

Nina Chanel Abney is a contemporary artist creating colourful
collages of busy lives in 21st century. She address topics such as race,
religion or politics. https://ninachanel.com/
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